This paper conducts research on the forecasting method of chaotic time series based on RBF (Radial Basis Function in abbreviation) neural network. Firstly, it provides an analysis of the influence of the parameters of the chaotic dynamic system on their system. Secondly, it continues with the description of chaotic time series of RBF neural network and justifies the application of the forecasting method of the chaotic time series by experiment. The implementation of chaotic time series forecasting based on RBF neural network can increase the prediction performance by12%. This algorithmic application plays a positive role and can be promoted in practice. The optimized design of the forecasting method of chaotic time series based on RBF neural network is helpful to improve the prediction performance of chaotic time series and exerts a positive influence.
INTRODUCTION
In chaotic time seriesprediction, the network input weight has to be adjusted each time it is entered, which leads to a low learning speed of its global approximation to the network. However, based on neural network, RBF learning has a high convergence speed, thus playing an active role in improving the prediction of chaotic time series.
In domestic research, using RBF neural network can both approximate any nonlinear function and deal with regularity hard to parse within the system. It has a high convergence speed in learning and good generalization competence, thus successfully applied to time series analysis. In foreign studies, according to the theory of Cover, RBF neural network maps data onto a higher dimensional space, and then uses the linear model to do regression or classification analysis in this space. By means of RBF neural network, data can be mapped onto a higher space. This application has obtained good experimental and practical results and can exert a positive impact on chaotic time series prediction in China.
Based on RBF neural network, this paper applies the technique in the prediction of chaotic time series, so as to improve the design performance. RBF neural network contains Clustering Algorithm, Orthogonal Least Squares Method, Gradient Training Algorithm, etc. In this study, Clustering Algorithm and Gradient Training Algorithm will be used to achieve chaotic time series prediction and by the introduction of RBF neural network model can be improved the accuracy of forecasting results and prediction performance.
RBF NEURAL NETWORK AND ITS ADVANTAGES
In practice, RBF neural network is a 3-layer feedforward network (Zhang and Xu, 2014) , which can be used in function approximation and classification algorithms. Commonly used instances of RBF network are usually of an n-h-m structure, i.e., n input nodes, h hidden nodes and m output nodes in the network. The specific structure is shown as the figure below: RBF can be treated as the hidden layer space constituted by the "basis" in its hidden units, wherein connection can not only be established without the exhaustion of weights but directly map the input vector onto the hidden space in the network as well (Chen, Liu and Ma, 2012) . Moreover, in the neural network, the mapping relationship is definedafter the definition of the center of RNF. As the output map of the hidden space layer is of a linear model, this can improve the nonlinear self-adapting of neural network and has good information processing competence. This application can be combined with the traditional method and will help to promote the development of artificial intelligence.
RBF NEURAL NETWORK ALGORITHM
In general, the application flow of RBF neural network algorithm in time series predictionis as follows: Firstly, initialize the algorithm. Randomly select h centers of different clustering from the input data of RBF neural network samples and currently make k =1 (Weng and Pi, 2014) . In actual time series prediction, the use of RBF can also solve XOR problems (Dong and Li, 2012) . In RBF neural network, radial basis function, i.e., Gauss function can be used as the activating function in time series prediction. Because the space for inputting neurons is small, more RBF neurons are needed. The output of RBF network is the linear weighted sum of the input of hidden unites, thus enabling a higher learning speed. The steps to solve XOR problems are as follows:
Here, 
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RBFNetwork Tools
In practical application of RBF neural network, Matlab toolbox almost covers all the commonly used models, including perceptrons, RBF network, etc. for data series prediction. Moreover, it integrates different neural network learning algorithms on the basis of different network models, thus providing continence for users to conduct chaotic time series prediction (Gan and Peng, 2010; Wu and Wang, 2013; Guo et al., 2011; Li, Zhang and Wang, 2015) . This research employs Matlab toolbox 7.0, which contains many functions used for RBF network analysis and design. The frequently used functions among them are listed in Table 1 . 
Construction of Chaotic Neural Network and Chaotic Neuron Model based on RBF
Transient chaotic neural network model is as follows:
( 1) (1 ) ( )    k -damping factor in the nerve diaphragm; Formula (1) is invariable as the activation function, which can be either Sigmoidfunction or other functions compatible with Sigmoid function.
This paper adopts Sigmoid function, of which the model is proposed by Chen&Aihara (Chen and Liu, 2012). Sigmoid function is expressed as the following formula:
wherein  -gain parameter. When  =0, the three above-mentioned formulae will evolve into a chaotic neuron model:
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Algorithm Implementation Process
Firstly, define the classification of class RBFNet in RBF neural network. Then, call the constructor in RBF neural network, containing features such as inputNum, outputNum,dataNum, etc., respectively. Thirdly, enter input and output dimensions and data log (Xu, 2012) . The procedure section of learning function for Matlab design in RBF neural network is as follows:
The next step can call means data of input data and then input algorithm data of the calculation this time; Also, calling means() can input data Xj in terms of the samples. According to the minimum distance principle, calculate relevant classification information, find out the new clustering center and obtain the extended Gauss facto. Simulation and linear regression analysis is as follows:
Here, it is necessary to call RBFNet::saveW(double *newW) in the means to calculate the sequence weight, which is to be stored in file form for the ease of the next call in series prediction.
The calling method is as RBFNet :: saveGaosi (d ouble *newG). After calculating the weights, save the Gauss factor and possiblythe trained network as well.
Time series prediction in RBF neural network can be achieved through the following steps. Firstly, initialize the network and randomly select training samples, which can be treated as the clustering center of this prediction. Secondly, input the training samples and collect and group them according to Nearest Neighbor Rule. At the same time, reallocate the clustering center. Thirdly, calculate collection clustering for each center. Here, decimal fraction can be applied to mapping and binary integer algorithm can be used to map the chaotic time series in RBF neural network as binarysequences. The specific algorithm is implemented as follows:
According to the characteristics of activation functionof Sigmoid in RBF neural network, the chaotic time series elements can effectively maintain the value range of [0, 1] . In fact, because there are a lot of numbers, among which each value tends to become0 in chaotic time series, it will both increase the left binary invalid 0 and destroy the balance of 0, 1 in the sequence if the length of L is very large. Therefore, in this study, the RBF neural network algorithm is comprised to perform calculating with L=24. After sequence transformation, the chaotic time series is made according to the first 16 binary digits.
Three random trails of Golomb Hypothesis can be realized according to theRBF neural network algorithm above:
In this algorithm trial, the proportion of 0, 1 in pseudo-random binary sequence is realized as 1:1 according to Golomb Hypothesis. Table 2 provides the numbers of 0, 1 and their ratio that has been carried out after many trial predictions. 0.9707 63047 8000 For the run property prediction, the number of runs with length at L accounts for a proportion of 1/2L in the total number of runs. In Table 3 , the forecast data is obtained from the above parameters after 2000 iterations. Table 3 , it can be seen that the obtained prediction result can approximate the theoretical value due to the limited statistical time series in the prediction process. Hence, the prediction of chaotic timeseries can conform to the actual run properties. In terms of two sequences with a different initial value, chaotic time series can be generated after the iteration of RBF neural network and takes 1i x and 2i x as the binary sequences the series corresponds to, with mindicating the actual interval.
For the quantized chaotic binary sequences, take a sequential segmentation at length of 2000, detect its relevant characteristics and set its interval as 500～500. Then the characteristics of aperiodic autocorrelation and of cross correlation can be obtained as Figures 2 and 3 show below. The prediction result shows that both the autocorrelation properties and cross correlation values are on the low side. In this research, the results show that the chaotic time series obtained in RBF neural network is a pseudo random sequence and its prediction results are uncertain to such an extent that it can improve the performance of encryption algorithm.
AN ANALYSIS OF APPLICATION BENEFIT
This research mainly employs Matlabsoftware to program for the chaotic time series prediction based on RBF neural network, which enables the application of neural network algorithm to function approximation and sample content prediction as well as analyzing and comparing relevant obtained parameters.Concerning the adoption of chaotic sequences to encrypt XOR data, the plain text of this experiment is as follows: Cryptologist the science of overt writing(cryptography),of its authorized decryption (cryptanalysis),and of the rules which are in turn intended to make that unauthorized decryption difficult(encryption security). Through the experimental analysis, we can get the following data related to probability statistics, as shown in Figures 4 and 5 . From Figures 4 and 5 above, it can be seen that the maximal occurrencefrequency of plain text characters is 0.1048. After encryption, the probability of cipher text characters has become average with the maximal frequency as 0.0190 only. The chaotic time series prediction method based on RBF neural network can increase its performance by 12%, thus exerting a positive impact.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, in chaotic time series prediction the accuracy of prediction can be improved on the basis of RBF neural network. This forecasting method plays an active role in practical application.It can be seen through the test that the method has effectively increased the difficulty to decrypt and improved the system performance.The chaotic dynamic system has such good pseudorandom properties that it can be well applied in stream cipher encryption. Therefore, this technology is worth promoting in practice.
